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INTRODUCTION
“Recovery communities are independent but their creation must have strategic support from

those involved in delivering public health outcomes from within the local authority. Recovery
communities are not a threat to treatment services but they are, and should always be,
independent. Commissioners of new systems need to ensure that recovery communities are
sufficiently resourced. Moreover, these resources need to be tied to the most flexible of governance
arrangement. If possible a dedicated recovery community centre could be provided. Probably the
best UK example of this can be found in Halifax, Calderdale at the Basement Project.”
Mark Gilman, Strategic Recovery Lead for Public Health England

In recent years the idea that recovery from addiction is possible has been inspiring individuals, communities and
organisations to explore the benefits that recovery brings to the whole society. The recent ‘Roadmap to Recovery’
outlined the latest national policy intentions to develop a “new treatment system based on recovery” identifying
three guiding principles to this system of “wellbeing, citizenship and freedom from dependence”. There is much
talk in Public Health circles about Co-Production, Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) and the importance
of Social Relationships. The national health policy, the economic drivers and the growing evidence base of the
benefits of asset-based approaches and co-production as the organising principles create an opportunity to
develop local solutions to address this challenge. Undoubtedly the need for recovery oriented care is now widely
accepted at all levels. The challenge is how to ensure that commissioners, providers and service users themselves
are able to engage effectively with these agendas.
Following our inception in 2006 The Basement Recovery Project (TBRP) has been at the forefront of pioneering new
ways of delivering services and developing recovery communities (TBRP) in the Yorkshire area. Through utilizing our
model of ‘dig, develop and devolve’ TBRP aspires for people to become community assets, rather than community
deficits, and we believe the environments we create are unique in supporting our ambitions for people. Today we
would like to share our experience and knowledge with others to help to build communities and new systems
across the country.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
The recent drug strategy signalled a fundamental shift in philosophy and emphasis in alcohol and other
drug treatment in the direction of a recovery-oriented approach, based on local community and family
engagement and the principles of CHIME (Connectedness; Hope; Identity; Meaning; Empowerment). A key
change is that statutory health and social care addiction services should not be viewed as the first recourse
– rather as a safety net when needs cannot be met in the local community.
TBRP brings together a collective of specialist trainers, consultants and experts in the development of
Recovery Communities whose objectives are to share their experience with commissioners, service providers
and, most importantly people affected by substance and alcohol misuse to develop pathways, systems and
services that deliver routes to sustainable recovery;
•

Our aims are to help you and your organisation / locality create a climate that influences a cultural shift
for all those who are involved in the field of substance/alcohol misuse.

•

Our ethos is to share our experience and pass the message that recovery is possible.

•

We endorse the principle of recovery as a contagion and we have found through our experience that
those who are looking for recovery are primarily motivated by meeting others who are already on the
journey.

All our trainers, consultants and representatives are either in recovery themselves, or have experience as
carers or loved ones of someone who has been affected by addiction. This approach, which leads from a
’grass roots’ perspective, has proved to be effective in engagement at all levels, and provides a valuable
insight into recovery from a person-centred approach.
If you have a vision and are not quite sure how to get there our partner network can help. Give us a call to
discuss your requirements further. If we can’t help for whatever reason, we are sure to know someone who
can.
This brochure provides an overview of some of the current needs we are addressing and how we can help
you to become part of the recovery revolution.
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THE RECOVERY PROGRAMME
The Basement Project Recovery Programme is the foundation of our recovery services and our success.
Without an understanding of why an addict does what he/she does, how can we expect them to stop – and
stay stopped? We find many of our clients have tried before, either on their own or through medical detox
or rehabilitation services, only to relapse back into a life of using.
Academics talk about “Recovery Contagion”. The Programme is a prime example of how this works. It
provides each individual with a common ‘language’ and understanding of addiction and recovery, and it’s
best demonstrated when hearing it being passed on from one addict supporting another.
Our programme completely smashes all the reasons and excuses an individual has for using. It is their start,
and their foundation for a successful recovery journey.
Written, produced and delivered by addicts in recovery (with years of using and recovery time behind them),
our programme has success rates of more than double the national average. Consisting of over 340 pages of
tutor notes and 45 client handouts, the programme is delivered over 32 sessions and split into two phases.
It is a comprehensive guide to delivering successful recovery outcomes and it provides practitioners with a
resource to deliver unrivalled psychosocial interventions.
But our success is only the measure of the individual’s success. The programme provides the tools to help
them develop their recovery capital; their personal, social and wider community resources they need to
support continued recovery.

Pre-Recovery phase
During this phase clients are supported to reduce their alcohol and/or drug use and to help them prepare
for medical detoxification if this is necessary. Eight group sessions cover; an introduction to the nature of
addiction, why we do what we do and why we can’t seem to stop, dealing with the triggers and cravings that
keep us on that downward spiral and an understanding of how we arrived here, along with people just like
them.
We look at the meaning of ’detox’ and it’s function, not as a magic wand to ’treat’ addiction, but as the first
step to Recovery. We then start planning for life immediately after detox - the Recovery Phase.

Recovery phase (abstinence)
A twenty four session rolling programme which clients enter following the Pre-Recovery / detoxification
phase. Now that the physical dependency of addiction has been addressed we take an in-depth look at the
mental and emotional aspects.
During the sessions we explore the concepts of Recovery in detail. Clients will be shown how to develop
their own Recovery ‘tool box’ of strategies to prevent ‘relapse’ and a supporting network of other people in
Recovery. It will be reinforced that this is a ‘we’ process - “only you can do it, but you can’t do it alone”.
Clients learn to be more aware and accepting of their feelings and emotions, and to act on them in more
constructive ways. We practice this in the Here and Now groups.
For more information, please contact us and ask for our comprehensive programme brochure.
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MUTUAL AID TRAINING
Social relationships and connectedness have huge impacts on health and well-being. Our environment and
the social relationships we form in a way inoculate us against and repel threats to our health. It is now
recognised that a new approach is needed to address the needs of people affected by alcohol and drug
problems which would do more than simply offer a stabilising influence and reduce alcohol and drug-related
harms but would actually enable individuals to recover from their addiction, rebuild their lives and play an
active role within their family, local community and wider society.
According to NICE there is good evidence that mutual aid (12-step & SMART) attendance mediates better
substance misuse outcomes, so treatment staff should routinely provide people with information about
mutual aid groups and facilitate access for those who are interested in attending (NICE, 2007 & NICE, 2011).
However, for people to benefit they need to do more than just show up. A study by Weiss et al (2005)
found that simple attendance did not predict outcomes but that ‘active participation’ did, with increasing
levels of participation producing a significant incremental benefit. A simple referral into mutual aid is often
ineffective as some people either do not attend or drop out quickly (Humphreys, 1999) partly due to lack
of understanding. A more effective approach involves services promoting and sometimes hosting local
meetings, along with structured conversations with service users, and setting care-planned goals around
attending and engaging (Timko et al., 2006), however, this is difficult to achieve without firstly educating
stakeholders about the concepts and benefits of Mutual Aid.
Mutual aid facilitation provides an immense opportunity to offer the kind of supportive environment needed
to help individuals recover and to support them in the long term – as well as giving them the opportunity to
support others. We at TBRP have extensive knowledge of developing a variety of models of mutual aid as
well as developing positive relationships with various mutual aid groups, and our centres are living models
of the growth of mutual aid in our localities.
Our training has been developed to offer frontline practitioners, managers, commissioners and service users
an introduction to a range of mutual aid services and to provide tools for engaging both clients and their
treatment services with mutual aid services. Moreover, TBRP are at the forefront of providing models of
mutual aid facilitation that can be replicated and delivered nationally. TBRP recognise that this training will
become the bedrock within the skills-set in the future landscape of effective recovery systems.
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TAKING THE TEMPERATURE OUT OF
RECOVERY: AN ASSETS REVIEW

MARKETING & VIRTUAL
RECOVERY COMMUNITIES

TBRP in conjunction with Baseline Research have been at the forefront of the growing body of research into
recovery and most recently played key roles in two pioneering studies in the UK that looked at the most
appropriate pathways to support recovery journeys. Working alongside Dr David Best, we led the fieldwork
for the NTA’s Recovery-Oriented Systems study and supported the RSA in their Whole Person Recovery
programme. Our most recent work completed in various areas of the UK explores the resources or ‘assets’
that provide support to problematic drug and alcohol users. We have a significant wealth of experience in
the field having conducted interviews with over 7,000 individuals in over 40 areas. Other collaborations
include studies with the Health protection Agency, UK Home Office, the Welsh Assembly and a number of
academic institutions.

TBRP’s marketing partner offers a comprehensive marketing maximise its potential to be included in search results.
mix to help you promote your recovery services throughout
the local community and beyond - putting you on a level Social Media
playing field with some of the larger, more corporate Getting connected, communicating and engaging with your
organisations.
local community can be achieved with a mix of social media,
backed by an informative and easy to use website. Our
Websites
marketing team can setup branded Blogs, Facebook, Twitter,
From a simple one or two page static website to an all- YouTube and other social media accounts and we can help
encompassing county wide communication channel we can you manage and moderate them.

Rationale

create and manage a site to meet your needs (and the needs
of your community). We can advise you on how best to
engage with your community, showing you what to include
and equally importantly, what to exclude. We will proof
read, tweak or even write the content for you as we have
an in-depth knowledge of the drug and alcohol sector, and
recovery.

To date the dominant model for health and social care has taken the identified needs of the individual or
community which emerge from an assessment (e.g. the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment), as a basis for
commissioning and delivery of services. However, a growing evidence base suggests that it is the resources
(or assets), that people might draw on that is a better predictor of long-term recovery than pathology levels
(White and Cloud, 2008).
These assets give insight into what is already working and accentuate positive ability and capacity to activate
solutions. This promotes the self-esteem of people and their communities and reduces the reliance on
professional services. This in turn helps to build the necessary assets and empower locally driven community
solutions, thus building solutions that are co-produced and thereby more sustainable. In response to these
changes, we have developed an approach that will enable the stakeholders within the drug and alcohol
partnership to meet the challenges positively, drawing on the locality community assets. This will help
support the development of a localised Recovery Oriented Integrated System (ROIS).

Methods
The aim of this work is to examine more closely how recovery works at a locality level and identify
opportunities for co-production of services. This is achieved by firstly mapping groups and structures that
enable recovery to take place in communities and understanding how they are produced and delivered and
secondly by charting the experiences of individuals in those communities who are undertaking a recovery
journey, those engaged in treatment, those out of treatment, stakeholders and family members. The extent
to which an area is progressing towards a ROIS will be reflected in individuals’ recovery capital, the visibility
of recovery champions, the extent to which services are co-produced and the experiences of individuals in
their community. The resultant picture of community assets can then provide recommendations for future
development. This provides a blueprint for an area to build its recovery assets within the community and
identify opportunities to harness those assets through co-production. Most importantly, the approach creates
a tool that localities can use ongoing to keep taking the temperature of how far the system is recovery
oriented.

Search Engine Optimisation
There is little point spending valuable time and money
creating the best designed website unless people can find it.
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is exactly what it sounds
like, it is optimising your website content so it appears
higher in search results than that of other organisations,
We understand what the common search engines do.
Basically, we think like they think. We know what they
are looking for from a good website and why they would
position it higher than others, and it’s not just because they
look pretty.
When creating web based content we write or edit it to
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12 Steps to Peace

In anticipation of moving to our new
Recovery Hub, Basement House,
TBRP are looking for unwanted items
that we can use for social and

therapeutic activities:We are looking for:
 musical instruments & sheet music
for our music and choir group
 fishing equipment
 bicycles
 gym equipment

 camping equipment
 kitchen/cooking/baking equipment
We can collect your donations. For
further information contact Michelle on
01422 383063
More information on the Recovery Hub
to follow in the next newsletter.

I’ve been to a fair few AA meetings now. One of

what I heard in the rooms. That is why I go meetings – to

the most challenging concepts I’ve had to embrace

listen, to learn, to share, to recover....……………………

is that I am no different to anyone else in recovery.

A change of mind and an open-mindedness on all matters in

I am an alcoholic. I am just an alcoholic.

life on its own terms and which is of utmost importance for

From the age of three years old, I’ve had a number of

this alcoholic to recover, one day at a time. I need to hold on

psychiatric diagnoses, ranging from childhood psychosis,

to that concept. It’s all very well me saying it, but I have to

ADHD and bipolar disorder. I was therefore brought up

believe it. I have to adopt these principles. Because I have

’different’ and have only known myself as being different. I

too much to lose.

I did my first ‘proper’ share last week and shared with my
fellow alcoholics, that this sick, 22 year old, alcoholic was

there but we will in our next issue. In
the meantime why not try these two:
Follow the developments of
TBRP on their own Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/basementproject
and follow them on Twitter too:
www.twitter.com/#thebasementproj

astounded, and bitterly disappointed (!), to have not been the

When someone first insinuated that I had ‘terminal

youngest person to have sat down in the rooms. I remember

uniqueness’ shining out of me, I was horrified. I was angry.

thinking to myself ‘How on earth can anyone my age, or

“How dare he suggest this?” was my immediate response.

anyone younger than me, have been through anything like I

Ha!

have? Stinking thinking! .......................................................

he

know

what

I’ve

been

through…?”

To be fair, no-one actually insinuated anything. He simply

time to write about some of the great
websites and internet resources out

……

was an intelligent child, yet I had a true inability to get along

“Does

We didn’t have much room left this

.

with my peers – a very low emotional IQ. My mood was
either ecstatic or depressed. There was never an in-between.

WEBWATCH
Monthly picks

12 Steps to Peace - P1
Love and Forgiveness Retreat - P1
Working with Probation - P2
A Choice of Freedom - P2
SAAS Conference - P2
Sail Away - P3
Building Recovery Networks - P3
Calderdale in Recovery FC - P3
600,000 Reasons to Run - P3
Welcome to Basement House - P4
Me, Myself and Methadone - P6
Happy Days - P7
What they can’t teach you in class - P8
Enabling - P8

In the hustle and bustle of life taking time
to work on oneself is a real luxury, so
when the opportunity to do just that arose
I grabbed the opportunity. So myself and
three other recovering addicts journeyed
to South Wales to attend a 12 step retreat,
a long weekend to be spent looking at the
12 step recovery programme and how this
method can be applied to daily life.

Still, despite my pig-headedness, I sat in my first meeting (a

was sharing his experience, strength and hope. My mind

mere five months ago) and experienced something I cannot

interpreted this as a personal attack on my character. Me,

describe in words. I’d imagine, however, that this feeling is

me,

felt around the rooms, around the world by many millions.

me!

..............................................................................

But if I’m truly honest with myself, as much as I don’t want to

The entire altruistic set up was bemusing: “Why on earth are

be a self-centred ****, I am able to recognise this. But at least

these people thanking each other all the time?” and, “Christ,

I have insight. In a flash, this honesty can dissipate, but over

he only opened the bloody door, what does he want? A gold

time I am becoming more and more honest with myself. I’m

star?” This, of course, begged the question, “What do they

told honesty is key, along with open-mindedness and

want from me?” I soon learned the answer!.................

............................................

My ego was deflated even further when I made the

If I’m having a bad day, I’m far too proud to admit to any one

disclosure at my first meeting that I suffered from Bipolar

willingness.

of my character defects, not least myself. A bad day consists

Disorder. Poor me. I am a victim. This alcoholic was

of self-will running riot and sheer selfishness. But, I

different, you see. He had to be different. Yet, most felt no

recognised early on that if I was being honest, and listened

need to comment.

with an honest ear, that I would identify more and more with

Continued on page 2...

Free from active addiction now for 6
months I, like most addicts before me,
have come to realise that in order to
maintain the precious gift of sobriety, and
to move forward in life I have to do certain
things, follow a certain path. For a real
addict of my type, and I am most definitely
that, applying the 12 step method gives
me freedom from the obsession, the
driving merciless desire to drink. But
the steps are much more than that, they
offer a way of living which allows almost
limitless growth, a freedom from fear
and a peace that all humans crave. So
in Wales, in beautiful surroundings and
in the company of other addicts from all
over the UK, I spent time looking at the
12 step method and what an extraordinary
experience it was.
Something happens when a group of
recovering addicts spend time together
and the men and women who first
developed the 12 steps knew this. Like
addicts before me I have spent my life
desperately trying to fill the gaping hole in
my soul, through drink and drugs, reading,
religions, people, places and things,
anything that would take the pain away for
just one moment, but all of these things
could never heal me. But put a group of
addicts together, where I could not find a
way out of the hell I was in, a group of
recovering addicts can. The steps method
is a spiritual programme, make no bones
about it, it is split into three sections;
acceptance of who and what you are, a
clearing of the debris of the past and once
that freedom is experienced, maintaining
it on a daily basis. And in Wales we did
just that. At one stage and in one group
I was overcome by feelings of sorrow and
remorse, but unlike the self-obsessive and
self-pitying sorrow I experienced whilst
drinking this was a release from pain.
I could wax lyrical for hours on all the
moments during the weekend, the
closeness felt between all of us present,
the laughter and tears, the glory of simply
being well and alive. It was one of those
magical experiences I will never forget.
So to anyone who is struggling or simply
wants a better quality of life the 12 steps
can offer that, and then some.
Edmund – CRO

Facebook Pages
By far the most popular social network with over 1 billion
active monthly users, like it or not, Facebook is a ‘must have’
in your social media marketing strategy. We can help you
create an attractive Facebook page and show you how to
encourage people to ‘LIKE’ it (subscribe) so you can keep
them informed of news and activities from your organisation
/ locality.
Facebook Groups
We can help you create mini Facebook Groups specifically
targeted at the recovery community - one addict helping
another.

General Marketing
From strategic marketing consultancy to brand development,
advertising and media planning through to brochure design
and print, display banners, PowerPoint templates and
newsletters our partners can help bring consistency to
marketing your organisation.
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Easy Fundraising - P2
A Choice of Freedom - P2
Building Your Bridge to Recovery - P2
Educating University of Huddersfield - P3
Forging Ties with the Foundation - P3
Passing it On - P3
Brighton Recovery Walk - P3
Basement House Update - P4
Addict on the Run - P4
Warriors of the Calder Valley - P5
Legal Highs - and the Lows - P6
The Corner - Update - P7
SAAS Conference - P8
Intimacy Cannot Exist Without Trust - P8

Earlier this month we were given a
preview of a new and exciting website
especially designed for the recovery
community; for those working in the field,
those who are in recovery themselves and
for those wishing to enter recovery, as
well as all those who support the journey;
friends, family and loved ones, all the local
services involved, directly or indirectly;
CSMS, Project Colt, Lifeline, Al-anon, AA,
NA, Housing, Employment, Training and
Education etc, as well of course - TBRP.

Calderdale in Recovery ‘United’

“Love and Forgiveness” Retreat
Coleg Trefeca, Brecon Beacons National Park,
Theme - “Came to believe”
Back in March two of our ‘recoverees’
ventured out to Trefeca, a historic
and sacred place located in the
beautiful Brecon Beacons National
Park in Wales. They were going on a
weekend retreat centred around the
12 step recovery program and key
principles of love and forgiveness.
Edmund and Brad have each kindly
written a piece for RecoveryTimes
reflecting on their little venture:
I have just returned from this and
what can I say? Bloody wow! My
head really has been blown away.
You would not believe me when I
say I feel like I have had a second
spiritual awakening, I am on one
now and that’s for sure.
Over the years I can now see that,
although I think my recovery is good,
I definitely know that there are a
couple of areas that I need to look at
to keep me feeling like I feel at this
moment. I feel elated. I feel more
grateful than I ever have.
I have been neglecting my family and
the people I love in various ways. I
learned this whilst working with the
two brilliant, inspiring facilitators –
Colin was one of them and Wynford
Ellis Owen the other. These two
people I will meet again, I have
already made up my mind on that.
I now know that I have been putting
other stuff before my recovery.
I have taken a good look at myself
these last couple of days and what I
see is that I have been taking my eye
off the ball. I have been so focused

Written, edited and produced by people in Recovery

on the ‘work home, work home’
thing that I seem not to care about
anything or anyone else in my life.
I expect everyone just to be there
and put up with my chaotic lifestyle.
To fit in with it. I did this when drinking
too, didn’t I?
I have been taking on issues that
do not need to be mine, and taking
on other people’s problems too,
and they really have been affecting
me. I have been feeling shit most
of the time, but telling myself that it
will pass. But I now know, from this
weekend, that I have given no-one
the permission to make me feel this
way.
This will now change. I will work on
me more and I will not allow anyone
to make me feel low.
When I first entered the grounds
on Friday I could feel peace
immediately. I could feel love and I
was absolutely at ease. This is what
I want to keep hold of, and I can if I
remember what I have learned and
keep me safe.
So a big thanks to Colin – diamond
geezer – and Wynford, who signed
his book for me. The wisdom of this
guy is something that I fixed on. I
have never seen it in anyone yet –
a brilliant man. We will meet again,
as I told them, because I will make
it happen. It’s something that I want
and I will go and get it.

Trefeca, often called ‘The Cradle
of the Connexion’, was the home
of Howell Harris (1714-1773),
influential leader of the Methodist
Revival in Wales and contemporary
of other great Methodists such as
Daniel Rowland, William Williams
Pantycelyn, George Whitefield and
John and Charles Wesley.
An itinerant preacher, Harris was
converted and began preaching all
over Wales in 1735 but withdrew
to Trefeca in 1750 and, in 1752,
established his ‘Teulu Trefeca’, the
Trefeca Family. To William Williams,
Trefeca was “Harris’s castellated
monastery”, but to John Wesley, it
was “a little paradise”. At its height,
over 120 people lived, worshipped
and worked in Trefeca, practising
more than 70 types of crafts and
trades as a self-sufficient community
with a monastic ethos inspired by
the Moravians. Howell Harris died
in 1773 and over 20,000 people
attended his funeral. The Methodist
societies he established across
the country eventually became the
Presbyterian Church of Wales. He
has been called one of the most
influential Welshmen of all time.
“A mind once stretched by a new
idea, never goes back to its original
dimensions.”
Oliver Wendell Holmes

Brad – Recovery Coach
betterthanwell@hotmail.co.uk
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In This Issue

In This Issue
Calderdale in Recovery
Goes On-line

CiR brings together a wealth of
information for the people of Calderdale;
it’s a one-stop-recovery-shop.
There
should be no need to venture off the site if
you are looking for a phone number, email
address or directions to a service.

The site has a nice crisp and easy to
navigate design and is full of content. It
includes a “Blog” for recovery services to
make announcements, a detailed listing
of the popular drugs; their effects and the
risks in taking them, an online copy of the
“choices” recovery guide and a “Gallery”
of recovery pictures from various services.
We shall be sending some of the pictures
from this issue of RT and some we didn’t
have room for.
But the best bit by far is the Forum. It’s
a place where everyone can join and talk
about recovery, share experiences, get
help and be helped. There is a complete
diary of what’s going on, including a
calendar of all the local mutual aid
meetings too. We can’t wait to start using
it. Oh and the address? That’s easy:
www.CalderdaleInRecovery.com.
Niamh Cullen - Drug & Alcohol Programme
Manager in Calderdale’s health team.
said “The team are excited with this latest
development and hope that it will support
the developing recovery community in
Calderdale. Those in early or long term
recovery and those both in or out of local
treatment services will have a forum to
share ideas, interests and information and
above all stay connected!”

Recovery Wins Every Time
I was sent a request to enter a
team(s) into the Peter Hearn 5-a-side
memorial competition to be held
in Bradford on the Friday the 30th
November. I asked Simon Hayes,
our Recovery football coach if we
could get some guys together who
are in recovery from all services
in Calderdale to sign up and play
football for a the charity match in
Bradford.
On the day Simon had done a brilliant
job and we had enough players to
make up two teams. We had hired
a mini bus to collect us from Conn3ct
at 11am; the players arrived on time
and were all in a happy and joyous
mood and were really up for it. We
arrived at the Speedball Centre in
Girlington and were pretty much the
first to arrive. The lads got into their
football kits and wasted no time at
all in warming up and kicking the ball
around and arranging themselves
into two teams. We had some strong
opposition from the Bridge Project
who had also entered two teams and
Jabaz Hall who were the previous
year’s winners.
Both teams, A and B kicked off with
A team drawing their first match
and B team losing. They played a
further three more matches with
team A winning all theirs and team
B only winning one, however they
went through to the semi’s on goal
difference. In the semi’s B team
played really well and deserved to
win but were knocked out! Team A
won the semi-final match and went
through to the final along with Jabez
Hall.
The final was a very active and super
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fast game, both teams played with
determination and total commitment,
wanting to win on the day. The first
half was dominated by the Calderdale
in Recovery team who went on to
win, the final score being 3-1 to CiR.
On the day we reigned supreme well done to all who took part.

Article by Graham.

Feeling at home in
Doncaster
The football team went to the
Keepmoat football stadium in
Doncaster for a 7-a-side tournament.
We played six group matches in
which we won five and lost one. We
got to the final and won on penalties.
The star of the day had to be our own
would-be Joe Hart, Stan! He’s a loyal
hard working goal keeper who saved
our bacon on numerous occasions.

day finishing off perfectly with a tour
of the stadium.
Article by Scott.

A huge thanks to Danielle, Sharon
and Colin who supported both events,
especially to Colin who after starting
the TBRP team had to hand over to
Simon after an injury to his leg. He
even manage to referee (fairly of
course), thanks Colin. Thanks too to
Simon for all his work with the team.
Ed.

We are planning to have the last lesson
this week. As a finale to this block of
lessons, to celebrate we are going to
have a freestyle night. This is where all of
the people that have had the lessons can
just come along, strut their stuff and show
off just what they have learned. At this
point I would like to take this opportunity
to thank our very patient instructors Steve
and Lynne. They have worked wonders
with us taking us from a bunch of people
with two left feet to a bunch of people
that can actually hold a beat to music. So
once again thank you so much Steve and
Lynne.

Some of the comments shared:
Colin - Most fun I’ve had in a long time.
Michelle - Apart from all the people that
have found recovery in this project this is
the best thing to come out of it.
Lynne - Doing this here has really changed
my opinion; it just goes to show you can’t
judge a book by its cover.
Steve (the instructor) - I love doing this
because like recovery, it changes people.
Ste - Enjoyed getting out of my comfort
zone but where’s the glow sticks?
Pam - Enjoyable fun and meeting likeminded people, what more could you ask
for?

The day went so well and was
enjoyed by all, but the main objective
of the football was to show that
people in Recovery can have fun,
work together as one and get results
– it showed and we had a fantastic

Julie - Great fun, good ambiance,
fantastic people and a great place to go
on a Thursday night.
Tom.
Read about how it started on page 5
betterthanwell@hotmail.co.uk

Overgate Event - P2
Taken for a ride ... in a good way - P2
Robin Hood’s Baywatch - P2
On Yer’ Bike - P3
It’s Bath not Baarth - P3
Recovery College York - P3
Race for Life - P3
CoAchieve with TBRP & Horton - P4
Seminar Feedback cont. - P4
Dancing was more like Thereapy - P5
Tripping Hippie and Recovery - P6
New Man About the House - P6
Freedom House Goes Large - P7
Making a Difference with Lloyds - P7
From Hartlepool to Halifax - P7
Martin’s Happy Days Update - P8
Al-Anon - The Share - P8

Jiving at The Basement
When it was first suggested to me that we
were going to run an eight week jive class
at The Basement, it would be fair to say
there was a certain amount of trepidation,
to say the least. Admittedly, my first
thought was to say that I was busy on a
Thursday and, therefore, couldn’t take
part. My second thought was put your ego
to one side and get out of your comfort
zone and give it a go. If I’m going to be
really honest part of me was thinking that
it wouldn’t last because there wouldn’t be
enough people to make it worthwhile. The
fact that we now are going into the last
week and there are more people taking
part than originally joined up for the first
lesson shows just how much I know.

When Public Health Commissions Recovery
A look back at our first ever seminar series
When the Strategic Recovery Lead
for substance misuse in Public Health
England suggests The Basement
Project is “Probably the best UK
example of a dedicated recovery
community centre” is it not surprising
we are frequently asked to advise
other areas on how to build their
own. This in turn has led to countless
requests to visit us and find out more,
which admittedly diverts resource
from the day-to-day activities.
So we decided to put on a number
of open days, something with a bit
of focus, something along the lines
of a seminar. Given that many local
authorities are in the process of recommissioning and re-tendering their
drug and alcohol treatment systems
to embrace the recovery agenda,
we wanted to get the message
across that recovery communities
like TBRP are supported but not
directly commissioned.
Service
reconfiguration is only the first step. It
lays the foundations, not the finished
structures.
So as part of our seminar series we
invited the man himself, Mr Mark
Gilman to come and talk about
“When Public Health Commissions
Recovery”. The seminars were a
great success and a great experience
for all our volunteers involved,
especially those who provided
guided tours and spoke openly about
their own recovery journeys. But
don’t just take our word for it; here
are a few comments from some of
those who attended. We greatly
appreciate the feedback (more than
we could include here) and your time
for putting fingers to keyboard.
Heath
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Sometimes it can be refreshing to get
out of your own back yard and see
what recovery projects/activities are
happening elsewhere, so with this
in mind I signed up for When Public
Health
Commissions
Recovery
seminar, hosted by the Basement
Project in Halifax. Initially I attended
the May event, which unfortunately
I had to depart from early due to
service commitments. What I did
experience that morning though was
nothing short of inspirational and
uplifting, so much so that I returned
for more in July to see the bits I had
missed out on!
Headlined by Mark Gilman (always
entertaining!), the day promised
an insight into how developing
something that people can link into
can work wonders for community
integration and recovery itself.
From the moment of arrival, the
atmosphere was overwhelmingly
welcoming and positive. I have never
seen such a dedicated, passionate
team of volunteers in one space! My
colleague and myself were superbly
looked after by Stan, who gave us
a full guided tour of TBRP and its
facilities - that building is fantastic,
and it was so uplifting to see all
the hard work that the team itself
had invested into converting it to its
current purpose.
Mark’s opening presentation was
(as always) thoroughly enjoyable,
following on from which Stuart Honor
gave a useful insight into how TBRP
had evolved through developing a
recovery community in Calderdale.
From its humble beginnings as a
service user group, this gathered
pace into a (very popular) Breakfast
Club, offering a full fry up whilst

successfully integrating with the
wider community. Larry Eve and
the Team of Volunteers finished the
presentations off on a high note,
taking us through their own personal
experiences as they outlined their
Peer-Led Abstinent Based and
Recovery programmes.
TBRP truly is an example of ‘Build
It And They Will Come’ - from those
early days it has gone from strength
to strength to become the vibrant,
recovery orientated project it is
today. We left feeling energised, and
eagerly looking forward to taking
such good examples of recovery
practice back to our services. TBRP
is positively addictive as I’m already
looking forward to coming back for
more.
Nicky Booth - Service Manager Compass Selby / Scarborough /
Whitby / Ryedale

I really enjoyed my visit to the
Basement Project - truly inspirational.
The lunch was delicious. Stan was a
great host. I enjoyed meeting Clare
and appreciated her remarkable
courage. I would be happy to stay in
touch whilst she starts her new path
if she would like. I think the project
ambassadors are very special,
the way they spoke with apparent
confidence and reflected on their
journeys, but also the humour that
pervaded was a reflection of the
unique atmosphere that has been
created. Very best wishes.
Dr Jane Pettifer
Clinical Lead for Shared Care
(Substance Misuse) for Kensington
Chelsea and Westminster
betterthanwell@hotmail.co.uk
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“The community is the soil in which such
problems grow or fail to grow and in
which the resolutions to such problems
thrive or fail to thrive over time”.
(White

2009 )
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